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Textured Pieces 
Modish walnut surfaces with contrasting linear streaks to lamps and 
coffers to play up the charm of warm timber. Include some small 
dark accents in wenge wood as decorative highlights. Use rattan and 
wicker baskets to decorate corners or place them next to sideboards 
and lounges as a finishing touch. 

Instead of spending a bomb on a new matching couch, why not 
upholster your existing on in leather, velvet or chenille for a plusher 
feel. Don't forget to scatter with cushions in contrasting colours or 
textures. Whatever the choice, strive to create a little drama in a 
predominantly relaxed atmosphere. 

Contrast wooden floors, cabinets and leather furniture with metal 
accents of stainless steel, pew.ter, chrome or silver for a sleeker and 
more modern look. For an affordable touch, buy a serving tray or 
plates made from natural materials. 

Fabrics 
Expand your vocabulary of natural fabrics to introduce more colours 
and texture. Gentle accents include light and airy voile, muslin, lace, 
lightweight silk, satin, chiffon, organza and mesh. Heavier options 
include suede, moleskin, corduroy, tweed, wool and cashmere. Natural 
fabrics, sometimes brightly coloured, go well with wicker, bamboo, or 
rattan furniture as cushion covers and throws. 

Apply faux textures such as a swanky fur throw. To soften angular 

chairs and heavy timber furniture, casually lay out cosy mohair or 
knitted woollen throws over the arms or backs. 

Lighting 
Change the mood with new lamps. Use table lamps on the floor, and 
position near a favourite chair to create ambience. If possible, don't 
skimp on lighting. It can make or break a room. 

Standing lamps add a gentle glow to any room, especially with 
natural materials of paper, rattan, raffia, wood and stone. 

Use shades and maybe even coloured bulbs to inject additional 
ambience. Look out for lamp bases or columns in wood, glass or other 
matching natural materials for a more "put together" look. o 

BANG FOR BUCK ALTERNATIVES 
Wicker and rattan furniture can be rather expensive, depending 
on where you shop. Although the same effect can be duplicated 
by buying cheaper alternatives available, make sure these items 
are properly treated for premature decay, pest-resistance and 
to withstand the toil of our high humidity. Alternatively, casually 
arrange woven sisal mats, rattan baskets and wicker decorations 
in the room to complement timber finishes. 

DIV TIP: Doll up plain glass containers with twine, yam or strips of fabric and secure ends with glue to add a special touch to your au natural decor 
theme. Wrap half a tall glass container in a thick natural-toned cord to create a chic vase, or attach bands of brightly coloured silk ribbons to a lampshade 
for a stripy look. Drape, swathe and bind to hide stains, holes and frays. Find out what you can achieve with differently textured materials in matching tones 
to create a personalized feel. Start with ribbons, rope, twine or fabric strips before proceeding on to trickier materials such as lace, faux fur, leather, crystals 
or even veneer for instant drama. 
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